
Flappy Dunk

**About Flappy Dunk**

In the arcade game Flappy Dunk, players must make a small basketball hop in as many baskets as

possible. It is crucial that the ball touches neither the top nor the bottom of the screen and that the

ball can only hop from above into the basket. 

Flappy Dunk is a challenging arcade game that requires good responsiveness. Your only job is to

make a basketball with wings bounce in as many baskets as possible. If you tap on the screen, the

basketball jumps. The more you tap the screen, the higher it will hop. During the game, however,

you must make sure that the ball does not touch either the upper or the lower edge of the screen.

In addition, the ball can only hop from above and not from below into the basket. The game is over

once you've missed a basket. Hop through as many baskets as possible, beat the high score, and

unlock new skins for your ball.

**Flappy Dunk - Features:** 

- Hop in baskets: In Flappy Dunk you control a small basketball with wings. Your goal is to make

this basketball jump in as many baskets as possible. When you tap the screen, the ball jumps up.

The more frequently you touch the screen, the higher the ball will jump. Since the baskets are

always at different heights, you need to estimate exactly how many jumps you will need to get the

ball into the basket. Of course, the further you progress in the game, the harder it will be to get the

ball into the basket. Also note that the ball must never touch the top or the bottom of the screen. In

addition, the ball can only hop from above into the basket.

- Unlock new skins: If you get good scores, new skins will be unlocked for your ball soon. Then you

can play for example with a rainbow ball or with a ball in planetary optics.

- Master challenges: If you need a break from the classic gameplay, you can also try numerous

challenges. These are not about reaching a high score, but solving specific tasks.

Conclusion: Even if you need some practice at the beginning of the game, Flappy Dunk is definitely

a game with high addictive potential. Since the game is easy to control, the game can also be

played by younger players.


